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A B S T R A C T

Grey and white matter mimicking phantoms are important for assessing variations in diffusion MR measures at a

single time point and over an extended period of time. This work investigates the stability of brain-mimicking

microfibre phantoms and reproducibility of their MR derived diffusion parameters. The microfibres were pro-

duced by co-electrospinning and characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Grey matter and white

matter phantoms were constructed from random and aligned microfibres, respectively. MR data were acquired

from these phantoms over a period of 33 months. SEM images revealed that only small changes in fibre micro-

structure occurred over 30 months. The coefficient of variation in MR measurements across all time-points was

between 1.6% and 3.4% for MD across all phantoms and FA in white matter phantoms. This was within the limits

expected for intra-scanner variability, thereby confirming phantom stability over 33 months. These specialised

diffusion phantoms may be used in a clinical environment for intra and inter-site quality assurance purposes, and

for validation of quantitative diffusion biomarkers.

Introduction

The routine use of diffusion MRI sequences in the clinic, and of more

advanced diffusion sequences in a research environment, have led to a

need for developing specialist phantoms with known geometry and

microstructural characteristics for quality assurance purposes (Barnes

et al., 2017). The importance of such specialist phantoms lies in analysing

the variability of acquired data from different scanners (particularly for

multi-centre studies), in assessing the long-term stability of scanners

(particularly for longitudinal studies and clinical quantitative imaging)

and in providing a ground truth for methods designed to provide quan-

titative measures of tissue microstructure. Phantoms should therefore be

able to reproduce the physical properties of the tissue they are intended

to mimic as well as be stable over an extended period of time.

In the case of diffusion brain imaging the phantom should mimic grey

and white matter structures in terms of both diffusivity and anisotropy.

Recent studies have reported a novel type of brain and cardiac phantom

designed from electrospun hollow polycaprolactone (PCL) hollow

microfibres infused with cyclohexane. These phantoms demonstrated

suitable tissue-mimicking properties and were successfully used for the

validation of diffusion MRI (Hubbard et al., 2015; Teh et al., 2016; Ye

et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2015, 2012). Moreover, the short-term (up to 4

months) stability and reproducibility of PCL/cyclohexane phantoms was

also shown (Teh et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2012). In particular, the

microstructure of co-electrospun PCL fibres remained visibly intact in

cyclohexane over a period of 1 week (Zhou et al., 2012) and the coeffi-

cient of variation (CV) for the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and

FA of a cardiac-mimicking PCL fibres phantom filled with cyclohexane

were found to be 2.07% and 1.67% over the 4 month period (Teh et al.,

2016).
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However, hydrolysis of the PCL polymer is known to occur when

immersed in phosphate buffered saline at 37 �C over a period of three

months (Bosworth and Downes, 2010). While the degradation of PCL has

been studied in vitro and in vivo (Woodruff and Hutmacher, 2010), pre-

vious work reporting PCL degradation in cyclohexane is scarce, which is

of importance to the developed cyclohexane-filled PCL-based phantoms.

This paper evaluates the stability of cyclohexane-filled PCL phantoms as

brain-mimicking structures using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

over 30 months and diffusion MRI measurement reproducibility over 33

months.

Material and methods

Phantom construction

Fibre phantoms were constructed using co-electrospinning (co-ES) on

a lab-scale setup (Fig. 1), details described in a previous study (Zhou

et al., 2011). Aligned and random hollow PCLmicrofibres were produced

in the co-ES processes to respectively mimic the diffusion MRI properties

of brain white matter and grey matter, using a rotating mandrel with

800 rpm and a static collector. A previous study reported that the

cross-sectional microstructures generated can be influenced by produc-

tion time, solution flow rate and x-y stage translation speed (Zhou et al.,

2015, 2012).

Two aligned fibre strips with large and small inner diameters were

prepared using 0.8 and 2.0mL/h core flow rates while the shell flow rate

was kept at 3 mL/h, applied voltage at 9.0 kV, and working distance

between the coaxial spinneret and the fibre collector at 5 cm. The fibre

sample produced at 0.8 mL/h core flow rate was used for the white

matter mimicking phantom WM1, and the 2.0 mL/h core flow rate for

WM2. Two small white matter material samples were manufactured for

assessing the structural stability on SEM and two larger white matter

material samples were manufactured for assessing the stability of MRI

diffusion parameters.

In order to create the grey matter mimicking phantoms, different

process parameters were used to generate randomly oriented fibres that

were only formed in a sufficient long working distance where whipping

instability occurred to the fluid jet in electrospinning (Zhou et al., 2011).

Two random fibre meshes with large and small inner diameters were

prepared using the following settings: 10.0 kV or 20.0 kV applied voltage,

0.8 or 0.2mL/h core flow rate, 20 cm working distance and 3.0mL/h

shell flow rate. The grey matter-mimicking phantom GM1 was created

using a 10 kV applied voltage and a 0.8m L/h flow core rate and GM2

using a 20 kV applied voltage and a 0.2mL/h core flow rate. In this case,

only two large phantoms for assessing the stability of diffusion MRI pa-

rameters were manufactured. It was assumed that the structural stability

of grey matter phantoms would be the same as that of the white matter

phantoms and hence no small samples were manufactured for SEM

assessment.

Based on the method described previously (Hubbard et al., 2015),

each of the large white and grey matter phantoms created for assessing

diffusion MRI parameters consisted of a number of co-electrospun fibre

layers packed into glass tubes (20mm outer diameter), filled with

cyclohexane and with a PTFE barrier position behind the phantom at the

far end of the tube to keep air bubbles away from the imaging volume.

The four tubes were kept in an airtight container and stored upright.

SEM characterization of co-ES fibres

Co-ES fibres were characterized using SEM combined with a freeze

fracture technique. The fibres were immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath

for about 20min until the sample was completely frozen. Sharp scissors

were then cooled in the bath and used to quickly cut the fibres in one

step. The cross-sections of co-ES fibres (0.5–1mm thickness) were

observed using a Phenom G2 pro desktop SEM (Phenom-World). SEM

images were acquired at 7 time points: 0, 1, 3, 6, 12, 24 and 30 months

for the white matter phantoms created for structural assessment, and at 2

time points, 0 and 25 months for one of the grey matter phantoms (GM2)

created for MRI assessment. Three SEM images were acquired from

different locations within the phantoms at each time point to assess their

porous structures and the average measurement of the three images was

reported. A small number of very large pores (up to 1% of total mea-

surements) were masked to avoid the introduction of outliers in the

measurements. Area-averaged and number-averaged methods were used

to calculate the intra- and inter-fibre pore sizes of co-ES fibre assemblies

(Zhou et al., 2015). Considering the wide range of pore sizes (from

Fig. 1. Schematic of coaxial electrospinning of hollow polymeric microfiber phantom. Step 1: Co-electrospinning of aligned hollow microfibres; Step 2: A fibre strip

(bottom) and SEM micrograph showing fibre cross section (top); Step 3: MR phantom constructed from fibre strip layers.
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submicron to about 10 μm or larger), the area-averaged method was

found to be more appropriate to evaluate the pore size change caused by

process parameters such as the core flow rate (Hubbard et al., 2015).

The cross-sectional area-weighted average pore size and porosity

were calculated by converting an SEM image to a binary image and

thresholding using a previously reported ImageJ based method (Zhou

et al., 2015). These are defined by:

area� weighted average pore size ¼

P
DiAiP
Ai

porosity ¼

P
Ai

A
� 100%

where Di is the diameter of the ith pore, Ai is the area of the ith pore, and

A is the total area of the measured image.

MR image acquisition and analyses

The phantoms were imaged on a clinical Siemens Avanto 1.5 T system

during 4 sessions: once at 0 months, twice at 0.5 months, twice at 17

months and twice at 33 months. Over this time period the phantoms were

left immersed in cyclohexane and stored vertically. Occasional refilling of

cyclohexane in the phantom tubes was necessary during this time period

due to evaporation. Phantoms were visually checked for air bubbles prior

to scanning. The first MRI scan (0 months) took place one month after the

phantom was created and immersed in cyclohexane. The phantoms were

placed vertically in the scanner so as to avoid the risk of cyclohexane

spilling out of the tubes. They were also left in the scanner room for an

hour before scanning to reach room temperature. Phantoms were visu-

ally checked for air bubbles prior to scanning. The protocol included a

standard PGSE DTI sequence with a 2mm isotropic voxel size, 30

gradient directions distributed over a whole sphere (b¼ 0, 1000 s/mm2),

TR¼ 11000ms, TE¼ 88ms, FOV of 240mm� 240mm and using a 12-

channel head coil.

DTI data was eddy-corrected (using “eddy_correct”) and processed

using FSL v5.0.9 (Jenkinson et al., 2012) to extract the fractional

anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) maps. Regions of interest

(ROIs) were drawn in FSLview around each of the phantoms across each

time point and the mean and standard deviation for each parameter were

calculated. The coefficient of variation across the whole dataset for each

phantom was measured for MD and FA as the standard deviation for the

averaged parameter values over all scans divided by the global average.

Results

Structural stability of hollow PCL fibres

Cross sections of the twoWM phantoms examined by SEM (Fig. 2 and

Fig. 3) reveal that small and large fibres remain porous across 30 months

period in cyclohexane. The two dominant characteristic structural fea-

tures are pores and merging fibres. The wall of small fibres at the time

point of 12 months (Fig. 2) appear thicker and look apparently different

from those at other time points.

Analysis of the SEM images revealed that there were some changes in

the pore size and porosity of co-ES fibres over a period of 30months. Pore

diameter distribution, area-weighted average pore size and porosity of

the two fibre types at 7 time points are shown in Fig. 4. The pore diameter

distributions in the two white matter phantoms (0.8mL/h and 2.0mL/h)

had a wide range from submicron to ten microns (Fig. 4a and b), and

could not be compared. The area-weighted pore diameter was therefore

used to compare phantoms. The original area-weighted average pore size

of WM1 (core flow rate 0.8 mL/h, averaged over three locations) was

6.8 μm and varied between 89% and 103% of the original value over the

30-month period (min 6.1 μmat 12 months; max 7.0 μmat 6 months;

mean 6.6 μm); while the original area-weighted average pore size of

WM2 (core flow rate 2.0 mL/h) was 8.3 μm and varied between 88% and

110% of the original value over the 30-month period (min 7.3μmat 24

months; max 9.2 μmat 1 month; mean 8.2 μm) (Fig. 4a). Fig. 4b dem-

onstrates the corresponding porosity (averaged over three locations),

starting at 63.8% and then varying between 43.6% (12 months) and

55.4% (1 month) for WM1; and starting at 67.7% and then varying be-

tween 44.1% (12 months) and 53.6% (3 months) for WM2 over 30

months. The coefficient of variation (CV) for the pore size was 5.1% and

Fig. 2. SEM images of 0.8mL/h aligned fibres (WM1) at “dry” (before im-

mersion inside cyclohexane) and at 1, 3, 6, 12, 24 and 30 months after

immersed in cyclohexane. The fibre walls at month 12 appeared thicker than at

the other time points. SEM images at each time point were acquired from

different regions of the phantoms.

Fig. 3. SEM images of 2.0mL/h aligned fibres (WM2) at “dry” (before im-

mersion inside cyclohexane) and at 1, 3, 6, 12, 24 and 30 months after

immersed in cyclohexane. SEM images at each time point were acquired from

different regions of the phantoms.
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6.9% in WM1 and WM2 respectively. The CV for the porosity was 10.2%

and 13.4% in WM1 and WM2 respectively. SEM images of the cross

section of GM1 phantom are shown in Fig. 5. The images show the

random orientation of hollow fibres both at 0 months and after 25

months of immersion in cyclohexane.

MRI parameter reproducibility

The mean and standard deviation values for each of the phantoms

over the whole time period are shown in Fig. 6. The average FA and MD

over time was within one standard deviation of the average value at any

single session for all phantoms except for MD in GM2 at the first scan of

month 33. Results for the variability in MD and FA are shown in Table 1.

Excluding FA in the grey matter phantoms, which is not normally

measured clinically, the coefficient of variation (CV) over both WM and

GM phantoms in MD and FA varied between 1.6 and 3.4% (mean 2.6%).

The CV for FA in the grey matter phantoms, where a high CV is expected

due to the naturally low FA value, was of 8.9 and 18.7%.

Discussion

Diffusion MR imaging is widely used in multi-centre studies, which

introduces the question of whether data obtained using clinical se-

quences on different scanners with different field strengths are compa-

rable. This question also arises in longitudinal studies, where patients

may be imaged on the same or different scanners at various time-points

and the variability in the diffusion measurements over time needs to be

assessed, particularly following a significant MRI system upgrade.

Acceptable reproducibility

A value of reproducibility for a quantitative measurement is accept-

able if it is lower than the effect size that it is trying to measure. The

stability of the phantom needs to be assessed in light of the expected

variability which would be observed for FA andMD values when imaging

twice on the same MR system. A recent study assessed reproducibility of

diffusion measurements on eight scanners (4 Siemens 1.5 T, 4 Philips

3.0 T) using an ice-water phantom and healthy volunteers across five

institutions (Grech-Sollars et al., 2015). That study showed the

intra-scanner reproducibility for MD in grey and white matter and FA in

Fig. 4. Pore diameter distribution of (a) 0.8 mL/h (WM1) and (b) 2.0 mL/h aligned fibres (WM2) over the 30-month period. The 1 and 99 percentiles are marked with

an “X” while the min and max are shown using “_”. (c) Area-weighted average pore size and (d) porosity over 30 months of small and large fibres produced at both

0.8 mL/h and 2.0mL/h.

Fig. 5. SEM images from GM2 show porous random cross section of the GM

fibres at “dry” (before immersion inside cyclohexane) and after being immersed

in cyclohexane for 25 months. SEM images at each time point were acquired

from different regions of the phantoms.
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white matter to be 2.5% or less, whereas the CV for FA in grey matter was

higher at 7.4% due to the low values of FA being impacted more by noise.

We assess the longitudinal reproducibility of the phantoms in view of

these differences which are expected when scanning the same person

twice on the same scanner.

MR results for the phantoms (Fig. 6) showed a CV between 1.6 and

Fig. 6. (A) DTI images showing FA (left and top right) and MD (lower right) in the 4 phantoms analysed. The colour in the FA image represents the direction of the

primary eigenvector (blue: up/down; red: left/right; green: through-plane). The WM phantoms have a higher FA with preferential diffusion in one direction (blue) and

lower MD, while the GM phantoms have a low FA with diffusion in different directions and a higher MD. Stability measurements for MD and FA in the four phantoms

are shown over a 33 month period in (b) and (c). The plots show the mean and standard deviation measured at each time point. Coloured triangles indicate the first

scan within a session while white triangles indicate a repeat scan within the same session. The mean value over time is also shown on the graphs (horizontal lines).

Table 1

Variability across all time-points for MD and FA in all phantoms. Individual values at each time-point are shown to three decimal places. With μ¼mean, σ¼ standard

deviation, CV¼ coefficient of variation.

MD (x10�3 mm2s�1) FA

WM1 WM2 GM1 GM2 WM1 WM2 GM1 GM2

Month 0 0.488 0.864 1.021 1.088 0.627 0.395 0.098 0.102

Month 0.5 (1) 0.480 0.846 1.068 1.057 0.596 0.378 0.070 0.099

Month 0.5 (2) 0.485 0.85 1.026 1.086 0.615 0.404 0.083 0.096

Month 17 (1) 0.468 0.872 1.084 1.093 0.615 0.390 0.064 0.096

Month 17 (2) 0.489 0.864 1.055 1.059 0.570 0.378 0.077 0.088

Month 33 (1) 0.486 0.900 1.088 1.159 0.616 0.377 0.103 0.083

Month 33 (2) 0.489 0.882 1.066 1.132 0.595 0.377 0.103 0.081

μ 0.484 0.868 1.058 1.096 0.605 0.384 0.085 0.092

σ 0.0076 0.0186 0.0263 0.0373 0.0193 0.0108 0.0159 0.0082

CV (%) 1.6 2.1 2.5 3.4 3.2 2.8 18.7 8.9
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3.4% (mean 2.4%) for MD across all phantoms and for FA in the WM

phantoms (Table 1), comparable to the variability expected in repeat

scans within the same session as previously reported (Grech-Sollars et al.,

2015). The CV for FA in grey matter phantoms was higher (8.9% in one

phantom and 18.7% in the other), as expected in media with a naturally

low value of FA (Grech-Sollars et al., 2015).

Variability in phantom manufacture

A previous study on five PCL phantoms created using a 0.8mL/h flow

rate on a 3 T clinical scanner found that the coefficient of variation for FA

between the five phantoms was 3.4% as reported in the supplementary

information (Hubbard et al., 2015). That reproducibility shows the

variation which exists from producing more than one phantom and in-

cludes in it the intra-scanner variability (scan-rescan repeatability). The

CV measured across different phantoms was in line with the reproduc-

ibility measured here in a single phantom produced using the same flow

rate over a period of 33 months (3.2%). As the variability is comparable

to expected intra-scanner variations, it is possible that little is changing in

the phantoms over time.

Physical phantoms vs PCL vs PP phantoms

Physical phantoms that mimic brain white matter are often made

from glass or plastic capillary and textile filament fibres. However, to

date these fibre phantoms have shown dissimilarity between their

microscopic geometry and the characteristics of real tissue. Many of these

fibres are either not hollow, impermeable, or they have an inner and/or

outer diameter far outside the range of neuronal white matter fibres. In

previous studies (Anderson et al., 2011a, 2011b; Gates and Cameront,

1998) hollow fibre MR phantoms were made of commercial fibre mod-

ules (dialyzer and bioreactors) with inner diameters of typically

200–300 μm, which is much larger than axon fibre size of 0.1–10 μm.

More recently, melt-spun hollow polypropylene (PP) microfibres were

also used to construct brain white matter phantoms (Fan et al., 2018;

Guise et al., 2016).

Co-electrospun PCL microfibres have a variable and tuneable range of

sizes similar to those in brain or cardiac tissues, but require longer

operational time to prepare thicker samples. In contrast, fibres in melt-

spun PP phantoms have less variable sizes and thicker walls, but can

be produced in shorter operational time. The yield of co-electrospun

hollow microfibres can be enhanced by novel spinnerets (Labbaf et al.,

2014; Lucie et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2015). In addition, melt spinning of

hollow PP microfibres usually requires strict process control and a

complex and expensive spinneret that has to be specially designed (De

Rovere, 2000; Guise et al., 2016). PP fibres are hydrophobic and there-

fore phantoms made from these fibres require pressure filling with water,

which could be improved by adding hydrophilic amphiphilic surfactants

(Liang et al., 2016). Our most recent study has demonstrated the pres-

ence of the polysiloxane-based surfactant in the PCL fibres can alter the

hydrophobicity of the resultant phantom (Zhou et al., 2018).

The mean diffusivity measured from both cyclohexane-filled PCL

phantom and water-filled PP phantom is within the range of the brain's

white matter; co-electrospun PCL fibres with various sizes can lead to a

change in the diffusion signal (Hubbard et al., 2015). PCL fibres and PP

fibres can be further constructed into complex phantoms with various

crossing angles (Guise et al., 2016; Hubbard et al., 2014), which results in

the change in MR measurements, especially for higher angles, e.g., 45�

and 90�. Co-electrospun fibres were also used to make a cardiac diffusion

phantom comprising three layers of fibres wound at different helix an-

gles, from which DTI confirms the fibre tracks in the phantom (Teh et al.,

2016). In addition, co-electrospun materials can be tuned into hollow

microspheres employed to construct tumour cell mimicking phantoms

(Mchugh et al., 2017; McHugh et al., 2015).

The design of physical phantoms requires appropriate chemical sta-

bility and reproducibility. It is important that the material does not

degrade or change structure within a reasonable time window. PP fila-

ments exposed to a saline solution showed a loss of material to the so-

lution and a decrease of about 10% in diameter over the period of 30 days

(Silva et al., 2007). PP fibres possess low degradability especially in

water when compared to PCL, which could improve PP phantom dura-

bility (Arutchelvi et al., 2008; Guise et al., 2016). PCL was chosen partly

due to its relatively high fibre formability and process stability compared

with other electrospinnable polymers (Woodruff and Hutmacher, 2010).

Pore size and porosity

The hollow centre of the fibres and the spaces between fibres when

closely packed appear as pores in SEM cross-sections; these pores can be

classified into intrafibre pores, interfibre pores and void pores, each of

which has distinct features (Zhou et al., 2015). Among these pores, only

intrafibre pores are controllable by co-ES parameters. A large number of

outliers and extremes were observed during the freeze fracture sampling

process, indicating that void pores were present in most of aligned fibre

samples, which contributes to the variability between immersion time

points. We therefore excluded the very large pores (up to 1% of total

measurements) to reduce the effect of these outliers on our measure-

ments. The porous microstructures of WM1 and WM2 were observed to

be stable over 30 months, particularly after the 1st month of immersion

in cyclohexane. GM2 was also observed to be porous after 25 months

immersion in cyclohexane.

Fibre wall thickness

In theory, it can be envisaged that thicker walls could slow down the

penetration of the diffusion liquid (cyclohexane) into the hollow PCL

fibres. For grey matter fibre phantoms having similar inner diameters,

packing density (number of fibres/unit area) and fibre walls that are well

defined (Fig. 5), thicker walls may reduce the extra-fibre space, which we

would expect to result in a decrease in ADC but not FA, due to the lack of

fibre alignment in these samples. In the white matter phantoms, the

merged nature of the fibres means that the extra-fibre space is not clearly

defined, making the impact of differences in fibre wall thickness hard to

predict.

The fibre wall thickness at 12 months for WM1 was observed to be

greater than at other time points (Fig. 2). It is unlikely that this is a result

of immersion time in cyclohexane as such thicker walls are not present in

later images. In addition, although the sectioning position at each time

point was random and there is an element of variability in the pore

structure at different positions of the phantom, we have not previously

observed any major differences in fibre wall width. It may be that the

reason for this increase in size at 12 months was the result of some

cyclohexane remaining in the PCL fibres at a particular location before

freezing and cutting of the sample, inducing some swelling in the fibre

walls.

SEM and MR imaging comparison

The significant difference in pore size between the twoWM phantoms

is responsible for the differences in MD and FA between WM1 and WM2.

The phantom creation process is able to control the intrafibre pores, but

not the interfibre and void pores. A phantom with a higher FA can be

created by further increasing the orientation of fibres by increasing the

speed of a rotating drum fibre collector in the co-electrospinning process

shown in Fig. 1. We would therefore expect MR to detect variations in

pore size and porosity. However, the SEM showed higher coefficients of

variation in pore size (5.1% - WM1 and 6.9% - WM2) and porosity

(10.2% - WM1 and 13.4% - WM2) over 30 months, as compared to MD

(1.6% - WM1 and 2.1% - WM2) and FA (3.2% -WM1 and 2.8% - WM2)

measurements. SEM results showed that the main change in porosity

happened within the first month after immersion into cyclohexane and

appeared stable after that (Fig. 4d). Excluding the first time-point (dry)
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brought the CV for porosity to 8.5% in WM1 and 7.4% in WM2. The fact

that our first MRI scan took place one month after immersion into

cyclohexane may be the reason for not having captured this initial

variation in structure. Furthermore, differences observed in the structural

characteristics determined by SEM could be a result of a variety of fac-

tors, including the freeze fracture preparation method, the phantom re-

gion in which measurements are made, and polymer degradation. This

means that variation of SEM measurements could be a result of the

technique and sampling location rather than a real change over time in

phantom structure. In order to minimise this effect, we took measure-

ments from three different locations and averaged the measurements out.

MR measurements are averaged over a much larger volume and are non-

destructive – thereby allowing for repeat measurements in the same

voxel. The difference in the two imaging techniques could therefore be

another reason for not capturing the variations seen on SEM using MRI.

Longitudinal variations in MD and FA were within the limits expected

for intra-scanner variability. The average value over time was within one

standard deviation of the mean measure at any single time-point in all

cases except for the MD in GM2 at 33 months. Of note, this phantom was

removed from its containing tube at month 25 to be imaged on the SEM,

which may have altered the distribution of the fibres within the phantom

and therefore the physical properties which the mean diffusivity repre-

sents. However, the second scan within that same session at 33 months

was nonetheless within one standard deviation of the mean, thereby

confirming the phantom stability over the 33 months.

Limitations and recommendations

A number of limitations exist both with respect to microstructural

SEM measurements and diffusion MR measurements. Pore distortion

resulting from the freeze fracturemethod produced inevitable errors with

the calculated diameters and porosity. The semi-automated sampling and

measurement process may have contributed to the variability observed

with immersion time. With respect to MR measurements, as diffusion

measures are affected by temperature, normal fluctuations in the tem-

perature of the MR roommay have contributed to some of the changes in

diffusion values. In this study, the temperature was measured at two of

the time-points inside the phantom box at the start and end of the

acquisition and varied between 20 and 24 �C. Moreover, SEM charac-

terization is a destructive method and hence we were unable to measure

the microstructure of the same phantom on both SEM and MRI.

Further issues with the use of cyclohexane-filled PCL phantoms are

that they require regular filling in a fume-cupboard, appropriate storage,

and to be transported and handled with care. A hydrophilic water-based

phantom would be more appropriate for use in a clinical environment

and future work will focus on the development of such a phantom.

Conclusion

The longitudinal stability shown in this study validates the use of co-

ES brain-mimicking phantoms in the development of diffusion MRI

methods, as well as for routine quality assurance purposes and for

establishing MRI system performance in multicentre trials. To our

knowledge these are the first synthetic, controllable phantoms

mimicking both white and grey matter microstructure for diffusion MRI.
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